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Abstract—A photonic crystal fiber (PCF) based on high resis-6
tivity silicon is reported that exhibits high birefringence, low loss,7
and flat dispersion characteristics across a wide bandwidth in the8
THz regime. Except for the center region, which remains the back-9
ground dielectric, its core is occupied by a set of rectangular air10
slots. The material and configuration lead to high birefringence11
and low loss. The simulation results, which include the material12
losses, indicate that a birefringence value of 0.82 and a total loss of13
0.011 cm−1, including the effective material loss and confinement14
losses, are achieved at 1.0 THz. These values are a factor of ten15
times higher and four times lower, respectively, than many recent16
designs. The numerical analyses also demonstrate that the reported17
PCF can be scaled to any desired portion of the THz regime, while18
maintaining a similar birefringence, simply by changing the lattice19
constant. This “scalable” characteristic is shown to be applicable to20
other PCF designs. It could facilitate a novel way of testing THz21
fibers, i.e., it suggests that one only needs to test the preform to22
validate the performance of the fiber at higher frequencies. This23
outcome would significantly reduce the design complexity and the24
costs of PCF testing.25
Index Terms—Birefringence, confinement loss (CL), dispersion,26
effective material loss (EML), photonic crystal fiber (PCF), tera-27
hertz.28
I. INTRODUCTION29
B ECAUSE wireless technologies have been enhancing30 many aspects of people’s life, the demand for access to31
data has dramatically increased over the last few years. It is32
reported that the data rates have doubled every eighteen months33
over the last three decades and are approaching the capacity34
limit of current wireless communication systems [1]. To meet35
the expected continuation of this growth, terahertz (THz) band
Q1
36
communications are envisioned as the next frontier of wireless37
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communications [2]. The THz band, which covers the spectral 38
range from 0.1 THz to 10 THz, could effectively alleviate the 39
spectrum scarcity and capacity limitations of current systems. 40
While both frequency regions below (microwave) and above 41
(optical) this band have been extensively investigated, many 42
features of THz technology are only now being studied. 43
Arrays of millimeter-wave and THz sources could deliver the 44
highly directive beams desired for these next generation sys- 45
tems. However, because of large losses, the propagation of THz 46
waves in many user environments remains a significant chal- 47
lenge. Several approaches may yield practical guided wave so- 48
lutions to realize the feed networks associated with THz arrays. 49
One is the open air, quasi-optical transmission method [3]. It is 50
not an effective approach because the waves are not shielded and 51
may couple with other devices in the communication system. 52
Substrate integrated waveguides and metallic waveguides are 53
traditional millimeter-wave solutions. However, they also suf- 54
fer from unacceptable losses in the THz regime. Feed networks 55
based on graphene [4] are also a possible and have attracted 56
recent attention. Nonetheless, their current fabrication difficul- 57
ties and high costs remain as severe obstacles to their practical 58
application. Stainless solid wires [5], metal-coated dielectric 59
tubes [6], and hypodermic needles [7] can also act to guide THz 60
waves, but they also suffer from high propagation losses. 61
In contrast, optical fiber-based wave guiding systems serve 62
as promising candidates for the short range THz wave guiding 63
needed to advance THz communication systems. For instance, 64
signals can be suitably confined inside the fiber, thus avoiding 65
unwanted coupling with other devices. Moreover, fibers are flex- 66
ible and can be adapted to a variety of packaging requirements. 67
Furthermore, fiber drawing techniques are mature technologies 68
in the optical regime and could lead to easier fabrication and ex- 69
periment verification of THz components. Many polymer fibers, 70
including plastic fibers [8], Bragg fibers [9], and photonic crys- 71
tal fibers (PCFs) [10], have been reported recently for THz 72
applications. 73
Among these different fiber types, the PCFs are very suit- 74
able for short range THz applications. They exhibit low losses 75
while having structural flexibility. Typical optical PCFs uti- 76
lize a solid dielectric as the fiber core and insert air holes to 77
form its cladding [11]. This structure generates the necessary 78
index differences between the cladding and the core to promote 79
the desired wave guiding. Recent advances in THz PCFs have 80
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included the introduction of additional smaller air holes in the81
core area [12]–[14]. The aim of these porous fiber designs is82
to trap the majority of the wave energy in the air regions to83
minimize the propagation loss.84
When designing THz wave guides, the most stressed factors85
are their loss properties, i.e., their effective material loss (EML)86
and confinement loss (CL). While there are other loss mech-87
anisms, e.g., bending and scattering losses, the EML and CL88
losses represent the major ones in THz PCFs and are the bench-89
marks of this work. Many recent PCF studies have focused on90
achieving a low EML. An octagonal porous PCF was proposed91
in [14]; it was shown to have a low EML, 0.07 cm−1, at a 1.0 THz92
operating frequency. However, the CL was not considered. An-93
other design [15] achieved an ultra-low EML of 0.056 cm−194
and a CL of 0.03 cm−1 at 1.0 THz. A PCF employing a rotated95
porous hexagonal core [16] was designed to have an EML of96
0.066 cm−1 and a CL of 4.73 × 10−4 cm−1 at 1.0 THz [16]. An97
even lower EML and CL values were realized theoretically in98
[17], but under an extreme assumption that cannot be realized in99
practice. The loss values in [18] are generally the state-of-art for100
THz PCFs, but that PCF was targeted for long range applications101
and may not be suitable for short range ones.102
For short range signal transmissions, PCFs are also required103
to have a high birefringence in order to maintain polarization104
integrity over a short distance [19]. This guided wave feature105
is widely introduced by breaking the symmetry of either the106
core area or the holey cladding. For example, a rectangular107
porous fiber with a birefringence of 0.012 at 0.65 THz has been108
achieved experimentally [12]. The birefringence was realized109
by introducing rectangular slots into the core area. This PCF110
exhibited a reasonable EML below 0.25 cm−1 for frequencies111
below 0.8 THz. Similarly, squeezed elliptical holes were etched112
into the PCF core area in [20], achieving a birefringence on the113
order of 10−2. An asymmetric distribution of circular air-holes114
was utilized in both the cladding and the core area of a PCF115
in [10] to achieve a high birefringence of 0.026. Introducing a116
single circular air-hole unit into the core area, an oligo porous-117
core PCF has been realized with a high birefringence of 0.03118
[21]. A new kind of dual-hole unit-based porous-core hexagonal119
PCF was presented in [22] that yielded a low EML = 0.1 cm−1,120
a low CL = 10−3 cm−1, and a high birefringence =0.033 at an121
operating frequency of 0.85 THz. A circular air hole PCF with122
asymmetries both in the core and the cladding was proposed123
in [23] and yielded an even higher birefringence =0.045 and a124
lower EML = 0.08 cm−1. Other works based on slot cladding,125
circular lattice cladding, and kagome cladding were presented126
in [24]–[26] that also exhibited reasonable birefringence and127
loss values.128
While most of these published works focused on a narrow129
band of frequencies around 1.0 THz, wide bandwidth fibers130
are preferred for high data capacity realizations. Consequently,131
another key performance factor that must be considered is dis-132
persion. A rapidly-changing dispersion results in a significant133
performance variation across the bandwidth and, thus, should134
be avoided. Consequently, high birefringence, low loss, and flat135
dispersion in a wide bandwidth are all highly desirable design136
goals for THz fiber-based components. These often conflicting137
Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of the reported PCF.
properties make achieving them all simultaneously a very chal- 138
lenging problem. 139
A THz PCF with a partially-slotted core based on high re- 140
sistivity silicon (HRS) [27] is presented in this paper. It is able 141
to simultaneously achieve high birefringence, low loss, and flat 142
dispersion over a broad band of frequencies. Rectangular slots 143
are inserted into the fiber core. These air holes destroy the sym- 144
metry of the core. Nonetheless, the center area of the core re- 145
mains a solid dielectric. The birefringence and loss performance 146
can be noticeably improved with this configuration. Parameter 147
sweeps of the key dimensions are presented to illustrate how 148
the design is tuned to have the best performance characteristics. 149
Numerical analyses will demonstrate that the reported PCF has 150
a high birefringence, above 0.76, and a low total loss, below 151
0.04 cm−1 for both polarizations over a broad range from 0.9 152
to 1.3 THz. The dispersion variations for the two orthogonal 153
polarized states are 0.6 ps/THz/cm and 0.5 ps/THz/cm from 0.8 154
to 1.1 THz, respectively. Comparisons with an analogous de- 155
sign based on the popular material Topas [28] further illustrate 156
the significant advantages of the choice of HRS. Moreover, sil- 157
icon has been used successfully in a variety of fiber and THz 158
waveguide works [29]–[32]. 159
Another contribution reported in this paper is the recogni- 160
tion of a “scaling property” of PCFs. In particular, by properly 161
scaling all of the dimensions of the reported PCF, the working 162
frequency can be shifted while maintaining its birefringence and 163
loss properties. It is demonstrated that this scaling is generally 164
true for different materials across a broad band of frequencies 165
where the background material shows near zero dispersion. Ad- 166
ditionally, another published PCF design [22] is used to illustrate 167
that this scaling principle is universal as long as the material dis- 168
persion is near zero. Furthermore, it suggests an easier means 169
to test PCFs in the THz regime. By only testing the preform, 170
the performance of the PCF can be obtained without drawing it 171
into the final fiber. This outcome would significantly reduce the 172
cost of the development and testing of THz PCFs. 173
II. PCF CONFIGURATION 174
Fig. 1 shows the cross section of the partially-slotted (PS) 175
PCF based on HRS. A triangular lattice distribution of five 176
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adjacent air holes is the lattice constant Λ. The diameter of the178
circular air holes in the cladding is set equal to d = 0.95 Λ.179
Outside of the cladding, a matching layer is employed whose180
thickness is 15% of the whole diameter of the PCF. There are181
eight rectangular slot-shaped air holes distributed symmetrically182
with respect to the x-axis in the core area. The center of the core183
is solid, the background dielectric. The remainder of the core is184
partially slotted. The lengths L of each slot in each set of four185
are 0.957 Λ, 0.851 Λ, 0.745 Λ, and 0.638 Λ, respectively, from186
its middle to its edge. The width of all of the slots is W = 0.04 Λ187
and the distance between any two adjacent slots is D = 0.105 Λ.188
The dielectric in the core center has a fixed width of 0.132 Λ.189
Note that all the dimensions have been described in terms of the190
lattice constant Λ. This choice is an optimal way to describe the191
PCF; it facilitates the scaling property that will be introduced192
below. The optimized lattice constant value was found to be193
Λ = 100 μm.194
As noted, both HRS [27] and Topas [28] were considered as195
the background dielectric material. On one hand, we have found196
that HRS, whose material absorption loss is less than 0.015 cm−1197
below 1.5 THz and whose refractive index n = 3.417 from 0.5198
to 4.5 THz, leads to superior birefringence and loss properties199
across a wider band. On the other hand, a number of PCF studies200
have used Topas because of its low bulk material absorption201
loss <0.2 cm−1 and stable refractive index n = 1.5258 below202
1.0 THz. Since the refractive indexes of these two materials are203
different, the Topas-based PCF parameters must be obtained204
separately. It was found that the same PS design was optimized205
with Topas simply by setting Λ = 400 μm and W = 0.078 Λ.206
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS207
The simulations in this work were conducted with the com-208
mercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. It is based on the full-209
vector finite element method (FEM). Perfectly matched layer210
(PML) boundary conditions were employed.211
To demonstrate the superiority of the PS configuration over212
the commonly known fully-slotted (FS) configuration [24]–[26],213
simulations were performed for both HRS-based and Topas-214
based PCFs with and without the center slot. For these compari-215
son PCF designs to be commensurate with published works, the216
lattice constant Λ was set to be 100 μm.217
The HRS-based FS PCF is attained simply by adding a slot218
with the optimized dimensions: L×W = 1.064 Λ× 0.04 Λ to the219
corresponding FS design. The electric field distributions in the220
central regions of the HRS-based PS and FS PCFs are presented221
in Fig. 2 for both the X-polarized (X-pol) and Y-polarized (Y-222
pol) modes. As illustrated, the differences between the HRS-223
based PS and FS PCFs are not significant. This is simply due to224
the fact that the slot is quite narrow. Nevertheless, quantitative225
comparisons based on the birefringence and loss values given226
below demonstrate that the PS configuration is superior to the227
FS one. On the other hand, it is clear that the X-pol fields are228
more strongly confined to the core than the Y-pol ones. In fact,229
more than two to three times the power is localized in the core230
for the X-pol mode in comparison to the Y-pol mode over the231
frequencies of interest.232
Fig. 2. The magnitude of the electric field distributions at 1.0 THz for the
HRS-based PCFs. (a) X- and (b) Y-pol modes of the PS PCF. (c) X- and (d)
Y-pol modes of the FS PCF. (The arrows represent the direction of the electric
field vector. The color spectrum for each subplot represents the same power
levels (dark red is maximum; dark blue is minimum).)
Fig. 3. The magnitude of the electric field distribution at 1.0 THz for the
Topas-based PCFs. (a) X- and (b) Y-pol modes of the PS PCF. (c) X- and (d)
Y-pol modes of the FS PCF. (The arrows represent the direction of the electric
field vector. The color spectrum for each subplot represents the same power
levels (dark red is maximum; dark blue is minimum).)
Similarly, the central slot for the Topas-based FS PCF has the 233
optimized dimensions: L×W = 1.064 Λ× 0.078 Λ. The electric 234
field distributions in the central regions of both the PS and FS 235
designs are presented in Fig. 3. The X- and Y-pol modes of the 236
FS PCF presented in Fig. 3(c) and (d) clearly show that more 237
power is distributed in its cladding when compared to the same 238
modes for the PS PCF shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Similarly, it 239
is also clear that more power is present in the central region of 240
the PS design. 241
These large differences in the behaviors of the PS and FS 242
Topas designs arise from their wider slots and their lower sub- 243
strate index contrast. These features lead to an effective index 244
of the core region which is relatively low and, hence, poorer 245
confinement there. Nonetheless, the higher percentage of the 246
dielectric remaining in the core of both the HRS- and Topas- 247
based PS structures improves the index contrast between it and 248
the cladding. This leads to improved field confinement in the PS 249
cores. Consequently, a much higher birefringence is attained, for 250
example, with the Topas-based PS PCF (0.069) in comparison 251
to the FS PCF (0.025) at 1 THz. 252
As is also observed in Fig. 3, the electric field of the X- 253
pol mode is strongly concentrated in the core. In contrast, a 254
noticeable proportion of the electric field appears in the cladding 255
for the Y-pol mode. Moreover, the electric field of the Y-pol 256
mode remains mainly in the air slots; very little is distributed 257
into the dielectric. On the other hand, the X-pol electric field 258
has no apparent preferences between the air slots or dielectric 259
in the core region. 260
The key performance indexes of the HRS-based PS and 261
FS PCFs: the CL, EML, birefringence, and dispersion val- 262
ues, are compared in Fig. 4 as functions of the source fre- 263
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the simulated performance characteristics of the X- and Y-pol modes of the HRS-based PS (solid lines) and FS (dashed lines) PCFs. The









× Im [neff ] , (1)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and Im[neff ] is the266
imaginary part of the effective refractive index. As observed in267
Fig. 4(a), the CL values for both the X- and Y-pol modes are268
smaller in the PS PCF. Furthermore, the X-pol CL values are269
observed to be significantly smaller than the Y-pol ones for both270
the PS and FS PCFs.271
The reason that the CL values in the X-pol modes are signifi- 272
cantly lower than the Y-pol modes arises from the much stronger 273
confinement in the core in the former and the presence of the 274
air-filled slots in the core. One finds that about half the X-pol 275
power in the core is associated with the slot regions which are 276
filled with air. This is actually discernable in Fig. 2(a) and (b). 277
Consequently, the values of Im[neff ] are tiny. While Fig. 2(b) 278
and (d) show the fields in the slots are much larger than their 279
surrounding dielectric, they also illustrate the much poorer con- 280
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relatively small, they are not tiny. Moreover, because of the na-282
ture of the Y-pol band-gap structure formed by the slots, the de-283
fect region in the PS structure (i.e., the HRS center of the core)284
causes the fields outside of the core to be lower than those285
in the FS structure. This smaller confinement thus causes the286
Y-pol Im[neff ] values to be larger in the FS case. The slightly287
different X-pol CL values for the PS and FS structures arise288
from the slightly poorer confinement observed between Fig. 2(a)289
and (c).290
The EMLs of both modes and PCFs are plotted in Fig. 4(b).291










2 ∫mat nmat αmat |E|2 dA
2 ∫All Sz dA
, (2)
where ε0 and μ0 are the permittivity and permeability of vac-293
uum, nmat is the refractive index of the background material,294
αmat is the bulk material absorption loss, E is the modal electric295
field, and Sz is the Poynting vector projection in the Z direction.296
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the EML values of the PS PCF are slightly297
higher than those of the FS design for both the two polarized298
modes. This outcome is simply due to the fact that the PS PCF299
has a slightly larger fraction of the dielectric in the core area. It300
also is observed that the X-pol EMLs are larger than the Y-pol301
EMLs. This behavior is due to the fact that the Y-pol electric302
field is concentrated mainly in the air slots (see Fig. 2).303
Although the EML values are slightly higher for PS PCF,304
its CL values are lower. The total losses, considering both the305
EML and CL values, are presented in Fig. 4(c). These results306
demonstrate that the PS PCF has a much smaller loss for the307
Y-pol mode and a comparable loss for the X-pol mode when308
compared to those of the FS PCF. Because the total loss is the309
combination of the CL and EML values, we will only report the310
total loss for the parameter studies below.311
The birefringence, B, is calculated as312
B = |nx − ny | , (3)
where nx and ny are the effective modal refractive indexes for313
the X- and Y-pol modes, respectively. The simulated birefrin-314
gence values for both PCFs are given in Fig. 4(d). It is noted315
immediately that the birefringence of both the PS and FS PCFs316
is very high. Moreover, there is an enhancement of the bire-317
fringence achieved by introducing the PS core. Specifically, the318
birefringence is improved from 0.42 to 0.51 and from 0.83 to319
0.88 at 0.7 THz and 1.3 THz, respectively. The real parts of the320
indexes completely dominate the birefringence calculation (3).321
The presence of the HRS dielectric in the center of the core of322
the PS structure causes the value of Re(neff ) in the X-pol case323
to be larger than it is in the FS structure.324
Fig. 4(e) shows the dispersion curves versus frequency for325
both PCFs and their X- and Y-pol modes. Since the material326
dispersion of the HRS is negligible within the 0.5–4.5 THz327
frequency band, these curves basically represent the effects of328













where neff is specifically the effective refractive index of the 331
fundamental mode and ω = 2πf is its angular center frequency. 332
It can be seen that the dispersion curve of the PS PCF is much 333
flatter across the frequencies of interest in comparison to the 334
FS PCF one. In particular, the variations of the dispersion curve 335
for both polarization states of the PS PCF are low: −2.8 ± 336
0.6 ps/THz/cm for the X-pol mode and 6.0 ± 0.5 ps/THz/cm 337
for the Y-pol mode from 0.8 to 1.1 THz. It is found that the 338
values of Re(neff ) for the X-pol mode for both the PS and 339
FS structures are larger for than those of the Y-pol mode. The 340
slopes of the X-pol values for both structures are decreasing 341
with increasing frequency. The slopes of the Y-pol values are 342
positive with increasing frequency. On the other hand, the values 343
of Im(neff ) are decreasing with frequency for both modes and 344
both structures, but they are more than two orders of magnitude 345
smaller than the real values. These features of the effective index 346
values lead to the exhibited negative dispersion values for the 347
X-pol case and the positive ones for the Y-pol case. 348
In summary, all of these performance characteristic results 349
clearly demonstrate the superiority of the PS configuration. 350
IV. PARAMETER STUDIES 351
Parameter sweeps were conducted to optimize the HRS-based 352
PS PCF design. Various compromises between the different per- 353
formance indexes allow one to meet different specifications. A 354
summary of the main design parameter results provide guide- 355
lines for configuring this PCF for any of its many potential 356
applications. 357
A. Effects of the Lattice Constant Λ 358
The most important design parameter is the lattice constant, 359
Λ, particularly since all of the PCF dimensions are defined 360
proportional to it. The simulated total loss, birefringence, and 361
dispersion values for different Λ values are plotted in Fig. 5(a) to 362
(c), respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the total loss for the Y- 363
pol mode decreases rapidly with an increase of lattice constant 364
Λ. For this mode, the loss is dominated by the CL values, which 365
are more sensitive to the dimensions of the structure. On the 366
other hand, the total loss of the X-pol mode remains basically 367
constant. The latter occurs because its loss is dominated by the 368
EML, and the HRS loss value varies little across the frequencies 369
of interest. 370
Fig. 5(b) illustrates the changes in the birefringence values. 371
They increase as both the lattice constant Λ and the operating 372
frequency increase. As Fig. 5(c) illustrates, the dispersion values 373
for the different Λ values can exhibit rather large variations if 374
the lattice constant is not chosen properly. 375
An appropriate compromise amongst all of the performance 376
characteristic values is obtained by selecting Λ = 100 μm. This 377
HRS-based PS PCF has low losses, i.e., below 0.04 cm−1, for 378
both polarizations from 0.9 to 1.3 THz. It has birefringence 379
values above 0.76 across this frequency range. On the other 380
hand, its dispersion values for the less-confined X-pol mode are 381
−2.3 ± 1.0 (43%), while they are 5.7 ± 0.7, i.e., only a 12% 382
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Fig. 5. Simulated (a) total loss, (b) birefringence, and (c) dispersion values of
the PS PCF across a wide frequency range for different Λ values.
B. Effects of the Slot Width385
The slot width, W, also has a significant influence on the386
performance characteristics. A parameter sweep of W was con-387
ducted with all of the other dimensions remaining fixed, no-388
tably with Λ = 100 μm. The resulting variations of total loss,389
birefringence, and dispersion are presented in Fig. 6(a) to (c),390
respectively.391
As observed in Fig. 6(a), the TL values are essentially constant392
for the X-pol modes. Because the fields are strongly confined to393
the core region, there is little TL variation encountered as the slot394
size increases. On the other hand, more loss is incurred for the395
Y-pol mode at lower frequencies for larger W because the fields396
Fig. 6. Simulated (a) total loss, (b) birefringence, and (c) dispersion values of
the PS PCF with Λ = 100 μm for different W across a wide frequency range.
in the HRS become larger as the edges of the slots are closer 397
together and more strongly coupled. As the frequency increases 398
and, hence, the wavelength decreases, this coupling decreases 399
and the TL values decrease. The TL values eventually saturate 400
at some higher frequency as this coupling becomes minor. 401
Fig. 6(b) demonstrates that the birefringence increases as W 402
decreases and the frequency increases. This effect again arises 403
because a higher real part of the effective nx is realized when 404
more HRS present for the smaller W values and a higher contrast 405
between the core and the cladding occurs for smaller wave- 406
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE STATES-OF-ART PCFS AND THE PCF REPORTED IN THIS WORK
X-pol mode experience only minor variations for different W408
values, but experience larger ones for the Y-pol mode.409
Consequently, we elected to set W = 0.04 Λ (4.0 μm) as the410
optimized value. It produces high birefringence and low loss411
around 1.0 THz and has the smallest variations in the dispersion412
values.413
Finally, we note that the diameter of the circular air hole,414
d, also has a direct impact on the performance characteristics.415
A larger d yields a better confinement of the field, which in416
turn leads to higher birefringence and lower loss values. Nev-417
ertheless, the fabrication of the PCF is more difficult when the418
difference between d and Λ becomes smaller. Therefore, d was419
chosen to be 0.95 Λ for the optimized design as a tradeoff be-420
tween of the performance values and the anticipated fabrication421
complexity.422
C. Performance Comparison423
As a final comparison between the HRS- and Topas-based PS424
PCFs, Fig. 7(a) and (b) present their simulated total loss and425
birefringence values for their optimized designs, respectively. It426
is noted that the Y-pol loss of the HRS-based PS PCF is quite427
high at the lowest frequencies, but achieves much lower loss for428
both two polarizations when the frequency is above 0.9 THz.429
On the other hand, Fig. 7(b) demonstrates conclusively that the430
birefringence values achieved by the HRS-based PS PCF are431
an order of magnitude higher than those of the corresponding432
Topas-based design.433
In summary, the optimized HRS-based PS PCF performance434
characteristics are compared with the reported state-of-art PCFs435
as listed in Table I. Our design has the smallest loss, being nearly436
4 times lower than the other designs. The birefringence achieved437
is remarkably ∼10 times higher than all of the reported designs.438
Fig. 7. Comparison of the simulated (a) total loss and (b) birefringence values
of the optimized HRS- and TOPAS-based PS PCFs as functions of the source
frequency.
On the other hand, the variation of the dispersion values is com- 439
parable. Furthermore, our design also provides these superior 440
properties over a wide bandwidth rather than being limited to 441
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Fig. 8. Simulated (a), (b) birefringence, (c), (d) normalized EML, and (e),
(f) normalized CL values across THz regime as the size of the HRS and Topas
PCFs are scaled respectively. (Note that the units of Λ are micrometers.)
V. “SCALABLE” PCFS443
During the parameter studies, it was noticed that the variations444
of the CL, EML, and birefringence properties of the PS PCF with445
Λ were very similar to those experienced with frequency. Con-446
sequently, it was recognized that one could scale this design to447
other frequencies while maintaining its desirable performance.448
Both HRS and Topas-based PCFs were used to examine this449
scaling property in the THz regime. The analysis demonstrates450
the fact that, for different materials, the scaling principle would451
work as long as the chosen material has near zero dispersion in452
the operational frequency band. The performance indexes of the453
HRS-based PS PCF with Λ = {30, 100} and the Topas-based PS454
PCF with Λ = {20, 400, 2000} are shown in Fig. 8. These spe-455
cific values of Λ were selected to examine whether this scaling456
property is maintained in the beginning, middle, and end of the457
THz regime. Note that the abscissa in each of the subfigures has458
Fig. 9. Simulated (a) birefringence, (b) normalized EML, and (c) normalized
CL values across THz regime as the size of the PCF reported in [22] is scaled.
been replaced with λ/Λ to better demonstrate these “scalable” 459
properties. 460
Fig. 8(a) and (b) clearly demonstrate that the birefringence 461
values of the design are scalable, i.e., one immediately discerns 462
that the resulting curves are identical. This outcome confirms 463
the fact that the scaled PS PCFs have the same birefringence 464
property as long as the ratio of the wavelength and lattice con- 465
stant is fixed for all of the operational THz frequencies. The 466
obvious physical explanation for this behavior is that the effec- 467
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Λ maintain the same variation. In particular, recall from Eq. (1)469
that neff is determined only by the PCF dimensions. Since all470
the dimensions were defined in proportion to Λ, neff also shares471
this property.472
The EML values were also examined. However, they were473
found to be affected by the background material’s characteris-474
tics, i.e., the material exhibits different properties at different475






where αmat is the bulk material absorption loss, one can com-478
pensate for these effects. As shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d), the479
corresponding normalized EML values also scale with different480
Λ. As a consequence, one finds that the actual EML values can481
be easily re-evaluated from the background material’s absorp-482
tion loss properties at different frequencies.483
Similarly, it was found that the CL values rise with frequency484
even though λ/Λ is kept constant. On the other hand, it was485
noticed that CL∗λ remains constant as long as λ/Λ is fixed. This486
normalized CL behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 8(e) and (f).487
Therefore, the CL value can also be predicted when the PCF is488
scaled to work at different frequencies.489
To demonstrate this scaling principle can also be applied490
to other designs, the Topas-based PCF proposed in [22] was491
selected. The birefringence, normalized EML (EML/αmat), and492
normalized CL (CL∗λ) values are plotted in Fig. 9(a), (b), and493
(c), respectively. It is observed that the “scaling” principle also494
holds for this very different PCF design.495
The discovery of this scaling principle for PCFs could signif-496
icantly impact future PCF experiments. In particular, after the497
design and optimization of a PCF in software, its preform can be498
fabricated and tested before drawing it into the fiber. With this499
scaling property, the test results of the preform should clearly500
reveal the performance of the actual fiber. This outcome would501
help to avoid unnecessary fiber drawing if the preform does not502
show an acceptable performance. Subsequent efforts, includ-503
ing experiments, should be pursued to validate of this preform504
conjecture.505
VI. CONCLUSION506
A novel HRS-based PCF with a PS core was designed and op-507
timized for THz frequencies. It was demonstrated that it exhibits508
improved performance characteristics when compared to its FS509
core counterpart. Key parameter variations were explored to ex-510
plain its design principles and the tradeoffs considered in the511
reported system. Guidelines for tuning its properties to achieve512
enhanced properties for other choices emerged. The optimized513
design was shown to have high birefringence, low loss, and514
relatively flat dispersion properties across a wide band of THz515
frequencies, in distinct contrast to the many narrow band THz516
PCFs reported previously. Moreover, it was demonstrated that517
one can scale the PS PCF design to work at different frequen-518
cies while maintaining similar performance characteristics. The519
birefringence and the normalized EML (EML/α_mat) and CL520
(CL∗λ) values were shown to satisfy a scaling principle based 521
a fixed ratio of the wavelength and the lattice constant: λ/Λ. 522
It was determined that this behavior was directly connected to 523
the very low dispersion properties of the background materials, 524
HRS from 0.5 to 4.5 THz and Topas from 0.1 to 10.0 THz. This 525
scaling principle was applied to and validated with an indepen- 526
dently reported PCF design. It was conjectured that this scaling 527
principle can be used to guide the redesign of similar PCF sys- 528
tems to other THz frequencies and could simplify future PCF 529
experiments by predicting the performance outcome by testing 530
the preform before the actual fiber is pulled. 531
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Abstract—A photonic crystal fiber (PCF) based on high resis-6
tivity silicon is reported that exhibits high birefringence, low loss,7
and flat dispersion characteristics across a wide bandwidth in the8
THz regime. Except for the center region, which remains the back-9
ground dielectric, its core is occupied by a set of rectangular air10
slots. The material and configuration lead to high birefringence11
and low loss. The simulation results, which include the material12
losses, indicate that a birefringence value of 0.82 and a total loss of13
0.011 cm−1, including the effective material loss and confinement14
losses, are achieved at 1.0 THz. These values are a factor of ten15
times higher and four times lower, respectively, than many recent16
designs. The numerical analyses also demonstrate that the reported17
PCF can be scaled to any desired portion of the THz regime, while18
maintaining a similar birefringence, simply by changing the lattice19
constant. This “scalable” characteristic is shown to be applicable to20
other PCF designs. It could facilitate a novel way of testing THz21
fibers, i.e., it suggests that one only needs to test the preform to22
validate the performance of the fiber at higher frequencies. This23
outcome would significantly reduce the design complexity and the24
costs of PCF testing.25
Index Terms—Birefringence, confinement loss (CL), dispersion,26
effective material loss (EML), photonic crystal fiber (PCF), tera-27
hertz.28
I. INTRODUCTION29
B ECAUSE wireless technologies have been enhancing30 many aspects of people’s life, the demand for access to31
data has dramatically increased over the last few years. It is32
reported that the data rates have doubled every eighteen months33
over the last three decades and are approaching the capacity34
limit of current wireless communication systems [1]. To meet35
the expected continuation of this growth, terahertz (THz) band
Q1
36
communications are envisioned as the next frontier of wireless37
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communications [2]. The THz band, which covers the spectral 38
range from 0.1 THz to 10 THz, could effectively alleviate the 39
spectrum scarcity and capacity limitations of current systems. 40
While both frequency regions below (microwave) and above 41
(optical) this band have been extensively investigated, many 42
features of THz technology are only now being studied. 43
Arrays of millimeter-wave and THz sources could deliver the 44
highly directive beams desired for these next generation sys- 45
tems. However, because of large losses, the propagation of THz 46
waves in many user environments remains a significant chal- 47
lenge. Several approaches may yield practical guided wave so- 48
lutions to realize the feed networks associated with THz arrays. 49
One is the open air, quasi-optical transmission method [3]. It is 50
not an effective approach because the waves are not shielded and 51
may couple with other devices in the communication system. 52
Substrate integrated waveguides and metallic waveguides are 53
traditional millimeter-wave solutions. However, they also suf- 54
fer from unacceptable losses in the THz regime. Feed networks 55
based on graphene [4] are also a possible and have attracted 56
recent attention. Nonetheless, their current fabrication difficul- 57
ties and high costs remain as severe obstacles to their practical 58
application. Stainless solid wires [5], metal-coated dielectric 59
tubes [6], and hypodermic needles [7] can also act to guide THz 60
waves, but they also suffer from high propagation losses. 61
In contrast, optical fiber-based wave guiding systems serve 62
as promising candidates for the short range THz wave guiding 63
needed to advance THz communication systems. For instance, 64
signals can be suitably confined inside the fiber, thus avoiding 65
unwanted coupling with other devices. Moreover, fibers are flex- 66
ible and can be adapted to a variety of packaging requirements. 67
Furthermore, fiber drawing techniques are mature technologies 68
in the optical regime and could lead to easier fabrication and ex- 69
periment verification of THz components. Many polymer fibers, 70
including plastic fibers [8], Bragg fibers [9], and photonic crys- 71
tal fibers (PCFs) [10], have been reported recently for THz 72
applications. 73
Among these different fiber types, the PCFs are very suit- 74
able for short range THz applications. They exhibit low losses 75
while having structural flexibility. Typical optical PCFs uti- 76
lize a solid dielectric as the fiber core and insert air holes to 77
form its cladding [11]. This structure generates the necessary 78
index differences between the cladding and the core to promote 79
the desired wave guiding. Recent advances in THz PCFs have 80
0733-8724 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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included the introduction of additional smaller air holes in the81
core area [12]–[14]. The aim of these porous fiber designs is82
to trap the majority of the wave energy in the air regions to83
minimize the propagation loss.84
When designing THz wave guides, the most stressed factors85
are their loss properties, i.e., their effective material loss (EML)86
and confinement loss (CL). While there are other loss mech-87
anisms, e.g., bending and scattering losses, the EML and CL88
losses represent the major ones in THz PCFs and are the bench-89
marks of this work. Many recent PCF studies have focused on90
achieving a low EML. An octagonal porous PCF was proposed91
in [14]; it was shown to have a low EML, 0.07 cm−1, at a 1.0 THz92
operating frequency. However, the CL was not considered. An-93
other design [15] achieved an ultra-low EML of 0.056 cm−194
and a CL of 0.03 cm−1 at 1.0 THz. A PCF employing a rotated95
porous hexagonal core [16] was designed to have an EML of96
0.066 cm−1 and a CL of 4.73 × 10−4 cm−1 at 1.0 THz [16]. An97
even lower EML and CL values were realized theoretically in98
[17], but under an extreme assumption that cannot be realized in99
practice. The loss values in [18] are generally the state-of-art for100
THz PCFs, but that PCF was targeted for long range applications101
and may not be suitable for short range ones.102
For short range signal transmissions, PCFs are also required103
to have a high birefringence in order to maintain polarization104
integrity over a short distance [19]. This guided wave feature105
is widely introduced by breaking the symmetry of either the106
core area or the holey cladding. For example, a rectangular107
porous fiber with a birefringence of 0.012 at 0.65 THz has been108
achieved experimentally [12]. The birefringence was realized109
by introducing rectangular slots into the core area. This PCF110
exhibited a reasonable EML below 0.25 cm−1 for frequencies111
below 0.8 THz. Similarly, squeezed elliptical holes were etched112
into the PCF core area in [20], achieving a birefringence on the113
order of 10−2. An asymmetric distribution of circular air-holes114
was utilized in both the cladding and the core area of a PCF115
in [10] to achieve a high birefringence of 0.026. Introducing a116
single circular air-hole unit into the core area, an oligo porous-117
core PCF has been realized with a high birefringence of 0.03118
[21]. A new kind of dual-hole unit-based porous-core hexagonal119
PCF was presented in [22] that yielded a low EML = 0.1 cm−1,120
a low CL = 10−3 cm−1, and a high birefringence =0.033 at an121
operating frequency of 0.85 THz. A circular air hole PCF with122
asymmetries both in the core and the cladding was proposed123
in [23] and yielded an even higher birefringence =0.045 and a124
lower EML = 0.08 cm−1. Other works based on slot cladding,125
circular lattice cladding, and kagome cladding were presented126
in [24]–[26] that also exhibited reasonable birefringence and127
loss values.128
While most of these published works focused on a narrow129
band of frequencies around 1.0 THz, wide bandwidth fibers130
are preferred for high data capacity realizations. Consequently,131
another key performance factor that must be considered is dis-132
persion. A rapidly-changing dispersion results in a significant133
performance variation across the bandwidth and, thus, should134
be avoided. Consequently, high birefringence, low loss, and flat135
dispersion in a wide bandwidth are all highly desirable design136
goals for THz fiber-based components. These often conflicting137
Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of the reported PCF.
properties make achieving them all simultaneously a very chal- 138
lenging problem. 139
A THz PCF with a partially-slotted core based on high re- 140
sistivity silicon (HRS) [27] is presented in this paper. It is able 141
to simultaneously achieve high birefringence, low loss, and flat 142
dispersion over a broad band of frequencies. Rectangular slots 143
are inserted into the fiber core. These air holes destroy the sym- 144
metry of the core. Nonetheless, the center area of the core re- 145
mains a solid dielectric. The birefringence and loss performance 146
can be noticeably improved with this configuration. Parameter 147
sweeps of the key dimensions are presented to illustrate how 148
the design is tuned to have the best performance characteristics. 149
Numerical analyses will demonstrate that the reported PCF has 150
a high birefringence, above 0.76, and a low total loss, below 151
0.04 cm−1 for both polarizations over a broad range from 0.9 152
to 1.3 THz. The dispersion variations for the two orthogonal 153
polarized states are 0.6 ps/THz/cm and 0.5 ps/THz/cm from 0.8 154
to 1.1 THz, respectively. Comparisons with an analogous de- 155
sign based on the popular material Topas [28] further illustrate 156
the significant advantages of the choice of HRS. Moreover, sil- 157
icon has been used successfully in a variety of fiber and THz 158
waveguide works [29]–[32]. 159
Another contribution reported in this paper is the recogni- 160
tion of a “scaling property” of PCFs. In particular, by properly 161
scaling all of the dimensions of the reported PCF, the working 162
frequency can be shifted while maintaining its birefringence and 163
loss properties. It is demonstrated that this scaling is generally 164
true for different materials across a broad band of frequencies 165
where the background material shows near zero dispersion. Ad- 166
ditionally, another published PCF design [22] is used to illustrate 167
that this scaling principle is universal as long as the material dis- 168
persion is near zero. Furthermore, it suggests an easier means 169
to test PCFs in the THz regime. By only testing the preform, 170
the performance of the PCF can be obtained without drawing it 171
into the final fiber. This outcome would significantly reduce the 172
cost of the development and testing of THz PCFs. 173
II. PCF CONFIGURATION 174
Fig. 1 shows the cross section of the partially-slotted (PS) 175
PCF based on HRS. A triangular lattice distribution of five 176
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adjacent air holes is the lattice constant Λ. The diameter of the178
circular air holes in the cladding is set equal to d = 0.95 Λ.179
Outside of the cladding, a matching layer is employed whose180
thickness is 15% of the whole diameter of the PCF. There are181
eight rectangular slot-shaped air holes distributed symmetrically182
with respect to the x-axis in the core area. The center of the core183
is solid, the background dielectric. The remainder of the core is184
partially slotted. The lengths L of each slot in each set of four185
are 0.957 Λ, 0.851 Λ, 0.745 Λ, and 0.638 Λ, respectively, from186
its middle to its edge. The width of all of the slots is W = 0.04 Λ187
and the distance between any two adjacent slots is D = 0.105 Λ.188
The dielectric in the core center has a fixed width of 0.132 Λ.189
Note that all the dimensions have been described in terms of the190
lattice constant Λ. This choice is an optimal way to describe the191
PCF; it facilitates the scaling property that will be introduced192
below. The optimized lattice constant value was found to be193
Λ = 100 μm.194
As noted, both HRS [27] and Topas [28] were considered as195
the background dielectric material. On one hand, we have found196
that HRS, whose material absorption loss is less than 0.015 cm−1197
below 1.5 THz and whose refractive index n = 3.417 from 0.5198
to 4.5 THz, leads to superior birefringence and loss properties199
across a wider band. On the other hand, a number of PCF studies200
have used Topas because of its low bulk material absorption201
loss <0.2 cm−1 and stable refractive index n = 1.5258 below202
1.0 THz. Since the refractive indexes of these two materials are203
different, the Topas-based PCF parameters must be obtained204
separately. It was found that the same PS design was optimized205
with Topas simply by setting Λ = 400 μm and W = 0.078 Λ.206
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS207
The simulations in this work were conducted with the com-208
mercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. It is based on the full-209
vector finite element method (FEM). Perfectly matched layer210
(PML) boundary conditions were employed.211
To demonstrate the superiority of the PS configuration over212
the commonly known fully-slotted (FS) configuration [24]–[26],213
simulations were performed for both HRS-based and Topas-214
based PCFs with and without the center slot. For these compari-215
son PCF designs to be commensurate with published works, the216
lattice constant Λ was set to be 100 μm.217
The HRS-based FS PCF is attained simply by adding a slot218
with the optimized dimensions: L×W = 1.064 Λ× 0.04 Λ to the219
corresponding FS design. The electric field distributions in the220
central regions of the HRS-based PS and FS PCFs are presented221
in Fig. 2 for both the X-polarized (X-pol) and Y-polarized (Y-222
pol) modes. As illustrated, the differences between the HRS-223
based PS and FS PCFs are not significant. This is simply due to224
the fact that the slot is quite narrow. Nevertheless, quantitative225
comparisons based on the birefringence and loss values given226
below demonstrate that the PS configuration is superior to the227
FS one. On the other hand, it is clear that the X-pol fields are228
more strongly confined to the core than the Y-pol ones. In fact,229
more than two to three times the power is localized in the core230
for the X-pol mode in comparison to the Y-pol mode over the231
frequencies of interest.232
Fig. 2. The magnitude of the electric field distributions at 1.0 THz for the
HRS-based PCFs. (a) X- and (b) Y-pol modes of the PS PCF. (c) X- and (d)
Y-pol modes of the FS PCF. (The arrows represent the direction of the electric
field vector. The color spectrum for each subplot represents the same power
levels (dark red is maximum; dark blue is minimum).)
Fig. 3. The magnitude of the electric field distribution at 1.0 THz for the
Topas-based PCFs. (a) X- and (b) Y-pol modes of the PS PCF. (c) X- and (d)
Y-pol modes of the FS PCF. (The arrows represent the direction of the electric
field vector. The color spectrum for each subplot represents the same power
levels (dark red is maximum; dark blue is minimum).)
Similarly, the central slot for the Topas-based FS PCF has the 233
optimized dimensions: L×W = 1.064 Λ× 0.078 Λ. The electric 234
field distributions in the central regions of both the PS and FS 235
designs are presented in Fig. 3. The X- and Y-pol modes of the 236
FS PCF presented in Fig. 3(c) and (d) clearly show that more 237
power is distributed in its cladding when compared to the same 238
modes for the PS PCF shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Similarly, it 239
is also clear that more power is present in the central region of 240
the PS design. 241
These large differences in the behaviors of the PS and FS 242
Topas designs arise from their wider slots and their lower sub- 243
strate index contrast. These features lead to an effective index 244
of the core region which is relatively low and, hence, poorer 245
confinement there. Nonetheless, the higher percentage of the 246
dielectric remaining in the core of both the HRS- and Topas- 247
based PS structures improves the index contrast between it and 248
the cladding. This leads to improved field confinement in the PS 249
cores. Consequently, a much higher birefringence is attained, for 250
example, with the Topas-based PS PCF (0.069) in comparison 251
to the FS PCF (0.025) at 1 THz. 252
As is also observed in Fig. 3, the electric field of the X- 253
pol mode is strongly concentrated in the core. In contrast, a 254
noticeable proportion of the electric field appears in the cladding 255
for the Y-pol mode. Moreover, the electric field of the Y-pol 256
mode remains mainly in the air slots; very little is distributed 257
into the dielectric. On the other hand, the X-pol electric field 258
has no apparent preferences between the air slots or dielectric 259
in the core region. 260
The key performance indexes of the HRS-based PS and 261
FS PCFs: the CL, EML, birefringence, and dispersion val- 262
ues, are compared in Fig. 4 as functions of the source fre- 263
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the simulated performance characteristics of the X- and Y-pol modes of the HRS-based PS (solid lines) and FS (dashed lines) PCFs. The









× Im [neff ] , (1)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and Im[neff ] is the266
imaginary part of the effective refractive index. As observed in267
Fig. 4(a), the CL values for both the X- and Y-pol modes are268
smaller in the PS PCF. Furthermore, the X-pol CL values are269
observed to be significantly smaller than the Y-pol ones for both270
the PS and FS PCFs.271
The reason that the CL values in the X-pol modes are signifi- 272
cantly lower than the Y-pol modes arises from the much stronger 273
confinement in the core in the former and the presence of the 274
air-filled slots in the core. One finds that about half the X-pol 275
power in the core is associated with the slot regions which are 276
filled with air. This is actually discernable in Fig. 2(a) and (b). 277
Consequently, the values of Im[neff ] are tiny. While Fig. 2(b) 278
and (d) show the fields in the slots are much larger than their 279
surrounding dielectric, they also illustrate the much poorer con- 280
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relatively small, they are not tiny. Moreover, because of the na-282
ture of the Y-pol band-gap structure formed by the slots, the de-283
fect region in the PS structure (i.e., the HRS center of the core)284
causes the fields outside of the core to be lower than those285
in the FS structure. This smaller confinement thus causes the286
Y-pol Im[neff ] values to be larger in the FS case. The slightly287
different X-pol CL values for the PS and FS structures arise288
from the slightly poorer confinement observed between Fig. 2(a)289
and (c).290
The EMLs of both modes and PCFs are plotted in Fig. 4(b).291










2 ∫mat nmat αmat |E|2 dA
2 ∫All Sz dA
, (2)
where ε0 and μ0 are the permittivity and permeability of vac-293
uum, nmat is the refractive index of the background material,294
αmat is the bulk material absorption loss, E is the modal electric295
field, and Sz is the Poynting vector projection in the Z direction.296
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the EML values of the PS PCF are slightly297
higher than those of the FS design for both the two polarized298
modes. This outcome is simply due to the fact that the PS PCF299
has a slightly larger fraction of the dielectric in the core area. It300
also is observed that the X-pol EMLs are larger than the Y-pol301
EMLs. This behavior is due to the fact that the Y-pol electric302
field is concentrated mainly in the air slots (see Fig. 2).303
Although the EML values are slightly higher for PS PCF,304
its CL values are lower. The total losses, considering both the305
EML and CL values, are presented in Fig. 4(c). These results306
demonstrate that the PS PCF has a much smaller loss for the307
Y-pol mode and a comparable loss for the X-pol mode when308
compared to those of the FS PCF. Because the total loss is the309
combination of the CL and EML values, we will only report the310
total loss for the parameter studies below.311
The birefringence, B, is calculated as312
B = |nx − ny | , (3)
where nx and ny are the effective modal refractive indexes for313
the X- and Y-pol modes, respectively. The simulated birefrin-314
gence values for both PCFs are given in Fig. 4(d). It is noted315
immediately that the birefringence of both the PS and FS PCFs316
is very high. Moreover, there is an enhancement of the bire-317
fringence achieved by introducing the PS core. Specifically, the318
birefringence is improved from 0.42 to 0.51 and from 0.83 to319
0.88 at 0.7 THz and 1.3 THz, respectively. The real parts of the320
indexes completely dominate the birefringence calculation (3).321
The presence of the HRS dielectric in the center of the core of322
the PS structure causes the value of Re(neff ) in the X-pol case323
to be larger than it is in the FS structure.324
Fig. 4(e) shows the dispersion curves versus frequency for325
both PCFs and their X- and Y-pol modes. Since the material326
dispersion of the HRS is negligible within the 0.5–4.5 THz327
frequency band, these curves basically represent the effects of328













where neff is specifically the effective refractive index of the 331
fundamental mode and ω = 2πf is its angular center frequency. 332
It can be seen that the dispersion curve of the PS PCF is much 333
flatter across the frequencies of interest in comparison to the 334
FS PCF one. In particular, the variations of the dispersion curve 335
for both polarization states of the PS PCF are low: −2.8 ± 336
0.6 ps/THz/cm for the X-pol mode and 6.0 ± 0.5 ps/THz/cm 337
for the Y-pol mode from 0.8 to 1.1 THz. It is found that the 338
values of Re(neff ) for the X-pol mode for both the PS and 339
FS structures are larger for than those of the Y-pol mode. The 340
slopes of the X-pol values for both structures are decreasing 341
with increasing frequency. The slopes of the Y-pol values are 342
positive with increasing frequency. On the other hand, the values 343
of Im(neff ) are decreasing with frequency for both modes and 344
both structures, but they are more than two orders of magnitude 345
smaller than the real values. These features of the effective index 346
values lead to the exhibited negative dispersion values for the 347
X-pol case and the positive ones for the Y-pol case. 348
In summary, all of these performance characteristic results 349
clearly demonstrate the superiority of the PS configuration. 350
IV. PARAMETER STUDIES 351
Parameter sweeps were conducted to optimize the HRS-based 352
PS PCF design. Various compromises between the different per- 353
formance indexes allow one to meet different specifications. A 354
summary of the main design parameter results provide guide- 355
lines for configuring this PCF for any of its many potential 356
applications. 357
A. Effects of the Lattice Constant Λ 358
The most important design parameter is the lattice constant, 359
Λ, particularly since all of the PCF dimensions are defined 360
proportional to it. The simulated total loss, birefringence, and 361
dispersion values for different Λ values are plotted in Fig. 5(a) to 362
(c), respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the total loss for the Y- 363
pol mode decreases rapidly with an increase of lattice constant 364
Λ. For this mode, the loss is dominated by the CL values, which 365
are more sensitive to the dimensions of the structure. On the 366
other hand, the total loss of the X-pol mode remains basically 367
constant. The latter occurs because its loss is dominated by the 368
EML, and the HRS loss value varies little across the frequencies 369
of interest. 370
Fig. 5(b) illustrates the changes in the birefringence values. 371
They increase as both the lattice constant Λ and the operating 372
frequency increase. As Fig. 5(c) illustrates, the dispersion values 373
for the different Λ values can exhibit rather large variations if 374
the lattice constant is not chosen properly. 375
An appropriate compromise amongst all of the performance 376
characteristic values is obtained by selecting Λ = 100 μm. This 377
HRS-based PS PCF has low losses, i.e., below 0.04 cm−1, for 378
both polarizations from 0.9 to 1.3 THz. It has birefringence 379
values above 0.76 across this frequency range. On the other 380
hand, its dispersion values for the less-confined X-pol mode are 381
−2.3 ± 1.0 (43%), while they are 5.7 ± 0.7, i.e., only a 12% 382
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Fig. 5. Simulated (a) total loss, (b) birefringence, and (c) dispersion values of
the PS PCF across a wide frequency range for different Λ values.
B. Effects of the Slot Width385
The slot width, W, also has a significant influence on the386
performance characteristics. A parameter sweep of W was con-387
ducted with all of the other dimensions remaining fixed, no-388
tably with Λ = 100 μm. The resulting variations of total loss,389
birefringence, and dispersion are presented in Fig. 6(a) to (c),390
respectively.391
As observed in Fig. 6(a), the TL values are essentially constant392
for the X-pol modes. Because the fields are strongly confined to393
the core region, there is little TL variation encountered as the slot394
size increases. On the other hand, more loss is incurred for the395
Y-pol mode at lower frequencies for larger W because the fields396
Fig. 6. Simulated (a) total loss, (b) birefringence, and (c) dispersion values of
the PS PCF with Λ = 100 μm for different W across a wide frequency range.
in the HRS become larger as the edges of the slots are closer 397
together and more strongly coupled. As the frequency increases 398
and, hence, the wavelength decreases, this coupling decreases 399
and the TL values decrease. The TL values eventually saturate 400
at some higher frequency as this coupling becomes minor. 401
Fig. 6(b) demonstrates that the birefringence increases as W 402
decreases and the frequency increases. This effect again arises 403
because a higher real part of the effective nx is realized when 404
more HRS present for the smaller W values and a higher contrast 405
between the core and the cladding occurs for smaller wave- 406
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE STATES-OF-ART PCFS AND THE PCF REPORTED IN THIS WORK
X-pol mode experience only minor variations for different W408
values, but experience larger ones for the Y-pol mode.409
Consequently, we elected to set W = 0.04 Λ (4.0 μm) as the410
optimized value. It produces high birefringence and low loss411
around 1.0 THz and has the smallest variations in the dispersion412
values.413
Finally, we note that the diameter of the circular air hole,414
d, also has a direct impact on the performance characteristics.415
A larger d yields a better confinement of the field, which in416
turn leads to higher birefringence and lower loss values. Nev-417
ertheless, the fabrication of the PCF is more difficult when the418
difference between d and Λ becomes smaller. Therefore, d was419
chosen to be 0.95 Λ for the optimized design as a tradeoff be-420
tween of the performance values and the anticipated fabrication421
complexity.422
C. Performance Comparison423
As a final comparison between the HRS- and Topas-based PS424
PCFs, Fig. 7(a) and (b) present their simulated total loss and425
birefringence values for their optimized designs, respectively. It426
is noted that the Y-pol loss of the HRS-based PS PCF is quite427
high at the lowest frequencies, but achieves much lower loss for428
both two polarizations when the frequency is above 0.9 THz.429
On the other hand, Fig. 7(b) demonstrates conclusively that the430
birefringence values achieved by the HRS-based PS PCF are431
an order of magnitude higher than those of the corresponding432
Topas-based design.433
In summary, the optimized HRS-based PS PCF performance434
characteristics are compared with the reported state-of-art PCFs435
as listed in Table I. Our design has the smallest loss, being nearly436
4 times lower than the other designs. The birefringence achieved437
is remarkably ∼10 times higher than all of the reported designs.438
Fig. 7. Comparison of the simulated (a) total loss and (b) birefringence values
of the optimized HRS- and TOPAS-based PS PCFs as functions of the source
frequency.
On the other hand, the variation of the dispersion values is com- 439
parable. Furthermore, our design also provides these superior 440
properties over a wide bandwidth rather than being limited to 441
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Fig. 8. Simulated (a), (b) birefringence, (c), (d) normalized EML, and (e),
(f) normalized CL values across THz regime as the size of the HRS and Topas
PCFs are scaled respectively. (Note that the units of Λ are micrometers.)
V. “SCALABLE” PCFS443
During the parameter studies, it was noticed that the variations444
of the CL, EML, and birefringence properties of the PS PCF with445
Λ were very similar to those experienced with frequency. Con-446
sequently, it was recognized that one could scale this design to447
other frequencies while maintaining its desirable performance.448
Both HRS and Topas-based PCFs were used to examine this449
scaling property in the THz regime. The analysis demonstrates450
the fact that, for different materials, the scaling principle would451
work as long as the chosen material has near zero dispersion in452
the operational frequency band. The performance indexes of the453
HRS-based PS PCF with Λ = {30, 100} and the Topas-based PS454
PCF with Λ = {20, 400, 2000} are shown in Fig. 8. These spe-455
cific values of Λ were selected to examine whether this scaling456
property is maintained in the beginning, middle, and end of the457
THz regime. Note that the abscissa in each of the subfigures has458
Fig. 9. Simulated (a) birefringence, (b) normalized EML, and (c) normalized
CL values across THz regime as the size of the PCF reported in [22] is scaled.
been replaced with λ/Λ to better demonstrate these “scalable” 459
properties. 460
Fig. 8(a) and (b) clearly demonstrate that the birefringence 461
values of the design are scalable, i.e., one immediately discerns 462
that the resulting curves are identical. This outcome confirms 463
the fact that the scaled PS PCFs have the same birefringence 464
property as long as the ratio of the wavelength and lattice con- 465
stant is fixed for all of the operational THz frequencies. The 466
obvious physical explanation for this behavior is that the effec- 467
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Λ maintain the same variation. In particular, recall from Eq. (1)469
that neff is determined only by the PCF dimensions. Since all470
the dimensions were defined in proportion to Λ, neff also shares471
this property.472
The EML values were also examined. However, they were473
found to be affected by the background material’s characteris-474
tics, i.e., the material exhibits different properties at different475






where αmat is the bulk material absorption loss, one can com-478
pensate for these effects. As shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d), the479
corresponding normalized EML values also scale with different480
Λ. As a consequence, one finds that the actual EML values can481
be easily re-evaluated from the background material’s absorp-482
tion loss properties at different frequencies.483
Similarly, it was found that the CL values rise with frequency484
even though λ/Λ is kept constant. On the other hand, it was485
noticed that CL∗λ remains constant as long as λ/Λ is fixed. This486
normalized CL behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 8(e) and (f).487
Therefore, the CL value can also be predicted when the PCF is488
scaled to work at different frequencies.489
To demonstrate this scaling principle can also be applied490
to other designs, the Topas-based PCF proposed in [22] was491
selected. The birefringence, normalized EML (EML/αmat), and492
normalized CL (CL∗λ) values are plotted in Fig. 9(a), (b), and493
(c), respectively. It is observed that the “scaling” principle also494
holds for this very different PCF design.495
The discovery of this scaling principle for PCFs could signif-496
icantly impact future PCF experiments. In particular, after the497
design and optimization of a PCF in software, its preform can be498
fabricated and tested before drawing it into the fiber. With this499
scaling property, the test results of the preform should clearly500
reveal the performance of the actual fiber. This outcome would501
help to avoid unnecessary fiber drawing if the preform does not502
show an acceptable performance. Subsequent efforts, includ-503
ing experiments, should be pursued to validate of this preform504
conjecture.505
VI. CONCLUSION506
A novel HRS-based PCF with a PS core was designed and op-507
timized for THz frequencies. It was demonstrated that it exhibits508
improved performance characteristics when compared to its FS509
core counterpart. Key parameter variations were explored to ex-510
plain its design principles and the tradeoffs considered in the511
reported system. Guidelines for tuning its properties to achieve512
enhanced properties for other choices emerged. The optimized513
design was shown to have high birefringence, low loss, and514
relatively flat dispersion properties across a wide band of THz515
frequencies, in distinct contrast to the many narrow band THz516
PCFs reported previously. Moreover, it was demonstrated that517
one can scale the PS PCF design to work at different frequen-518
cies while maintaining similar performance characteristics. The519
birefringence and the normalized EML (EML/α_mat) and CL520
(CL∗λ) values were shown to satisfy a scaling principle based 521
a fixed ratio of the wavelength and the lattice constant: λ/Λ. 522
It was determined that this behavior was directly connected to 523
the very low dispersion properties of the background materials, 524
HRS from 0.5 to 4.5 THz and Topas from 0.1 to 10.0 THz. This 525
scaling principle was applied to and validated with an indepen- 526
dently reported PCF design. It was conjectured that this scaling 527
principle can be used to guide the redesign of similar PCF sys- 528
tems to other THz frequencies and could simplify future PCF 529
experiments by predicting the performance outcome by testing 530
the preform before the actual fiber is pulled. 531
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